Joe,

I am writing to ask for formal permission to use two of your images in my PhD dissertation. One is a picture you took of THOR, and the second is a rendering of the THOR SEA. I've attached both of them in this email.

I would just need a simple email reply stating that I may "use the image with permission".

Thanks,

Viktor Orekhov
865-250-8101

2 attachments

1_Thor.jpg
45K

2_Thor_SEA.png
78K
Good afternoon Viktor

You are absolutely welcome to use both images in your dissertation with permission.

It's been awesome to see the YouTube videos of THOR walking. I know I've said it before, but you guys have done some incredible work... wish I could be there to see it in person.

Good luck with your dissertation! Let me know if there's anything else I can do to help!

Merry Christmas (well, early Christmas) Viktor!

Joe
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Viktor Orekhov <vlorekhov22@gmail.com>
To: Mike Hopkins <mkhopkins87@gmail.com>

Thu, Dec 11, 2014 at 9:46 PM

Mike,

I am writing to ask for formal permission to use one of your images in my PhD dissertation.

It is an image of THOR walking over three different terrains. I've attached the picture in this email.

I would just need a simple email reply stating that I may "use the image with permission".

Thanks,

Viktor Orekhov
865-250-8101

---

michael hopkins <mkhopkins87@gmail.com>
To: Viktor Orekhov <vlorekhov22@gmail.com>

Thu, Dec 11, 2014 at 9:49 PM

Hi Viktor,

Not a problem. You may use the image with permission.

Mike Hopkins
[Quoted text hidden]
Coleman,

I am writing to ask for formal permission to use a few of your images in my PhD dissertation.

There are 5 images total including: Hoekens actuator, Mechanical advantage profile, Compliance cross section, Compliance exploded view, and Cantilever schematic. I've attached all of them in this email.

I would just need a simple email reply stating that I may "use the images with permission".

Thanks,

Viktor Orekhov
865-250-8101
Coleman Knabe <csknabe@gmail.com>  
To: Viktor Orekhov <vlorekhov22@gmail.com>  

Thu, Dec 11, 2014 at 10:21 PM

You may use the images with permission.

Coleman

[Quoted text hidden]
Derek,

I am writing to ask for formal permission to use two of your images in my PhD dissertation.

One is the figure of the SAFFiR actuator forces, and the second is the figure of SAFFiR walking on a variety of terrains. I've attached both of them in this email.

I would just need a simple email reply stating that I may "use the image with permission".

Thanks,

Viktor Orekhov
865-250-8101

2 attachments

1_SAFFiR_Forces.jpg
73K

2_SAFFiR_Walking.png
2147K

Viktor may use the attached images with permission.

-Derek
Individuals who have received this information in error or are not authorized to receive it must promptly return or dispose of the information and notify the sender. Those individuals are hereby notified that they are strictly prohibited from reviewing, forwarding, printing, copying, distributing or using this information in any way.
Viktor Orekhov <vlorekhov22@gmail.com>

To: Brian Lattimer <lattimer@vt.edu>

Dr. Lattimer,

I am writing to ask for formal permission to use one of the SAFFiR images in my PhD dissertation.

The image is of the SAFFiR project's fire fighting scenario which I have attached to this email.

I would just need a simple email reply stating that I may "use the image with permission".

Thanks,

Viktor Orekhov
865-250-8101

---

Brian Lattimer <lattimer@vt.edu>

To: Viktor Orekhov <vlorekhov22@gmail.com>

Use the image with permission

Brian Y. Lattimer, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Mechanical Engineering Department
Virginia Tech
Goodwin Hall, Rm 413C
Blacksburg, VA 24060
(540) 231-7295
From: Viktor Orekhov [mailto:vlorekhov22@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2014 12:38 PM
To: Brian Lattimer
Subject: Image Permission Request | Orekhov
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2 messages

Viktor Orekhov <vlorekhov22@gmail.com>  Thu, Dec 11, 2014 at 5:58 PM
To: jpratt@ihmc.us

Dr. Pratt,

I am a PhD student at Virginia Tech in the TREC Lab, and I am writing to ask for formal permission to use an image from one of your papers in my PhD dissertation.

The specific image is from Figure 6 of your "Design of a Bipedal Walking Robot", which is a picture of your linear SEA for M2V2. I have attached a copy of that paper.

I would just need a simple email reply stating that I may "use the image with permission".

Best regards,

Viktor Orekhov
865-250-8101

531K

Jerry Pratt <jpratt@ihmc.us>  Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 2:09 PM
To: Viktor Orekhov <vlorekhov22@gmail.com>

Viktor,

Yes. Permission granted to use that image, or any other image in that paper or any of my other papers for your PhD Thesis. Good luck.

If you remember, could you send me a pdf of your thesis once it is finished.

Thanks,

- Jerry
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